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Shahrevar Ameshaspand presides over the fourth day of the month and the sixth month of the year in 

the Zoroastrian calendar. The word Shahrevar comes from Avestan khshathra vairya which means 

“desirable power/kingdom.”  The Avestan word khshathra can be seen reflected in the Sanskrit and 

later Hindi words like khshetra “territory” and khshatriya “warrior class”  

 

Shahrevar Ameshaspand presides over industry, labour and hard work. Thus the desirable or ideal 

kingdom of Ahura Mazda can come up if people are involved in honest labour and hard work. 

 

People generally want and sometimes even crave for power, strength and leadership, either 

consciously or sub-consciously as it is one of the psychological needs of men. However, it eludes 

most persons and hence people device ingenious and sometimes even devious ways and means to get 

it. Power struggles in the house and the offices are ample evidences for this. If only one would know 

the real way of getting this power and strength, leadership automatically follows. 

 

This secret is revealed in the third line of the Yatha ahu vairyo prayer,  which we recite several times 

daily. This line tells us about khshathra “power/strength”: khshathremchaa ahuraai aa yim 

dregubyo dadat vaastaarem  “He who gives help to the Drigu, that is, a deserving needy person, 

gives power unto Ahura (and subsequently also for the self.)” 

 

Thus the secret to have the power is to help others. This brings us to an important aspect of Shahrevar 

Ameshaspand – Service. Those who have strength, power and are able, should extend help to the 

deserving ones – either by way of money, food, clothes, knowledge, or by just showing kindness. In 

this way, we are sharing Ahura Mazda’s work of promoting goodness. Shahrevar Ameshaspand’s 

Avestan invocation states that he is kind and gives help to the deserving needy. 

 

Among creations, Shahrevar Ameshaspand presides over metals and minerals. Since among the 

metals may also be included the precious metals of gold and silver, Shahrevar Ameshaspand is also 

invoked for wealth and prosperity. 

 

Shahrevar Ameshaspand also looks after the sky. The apparent co-relation between metals and sky 

can be understood through the creation story as recounted in the Pahlavi book Bundahishna (the 

Creation). According to this book, the sky being considered the first creation was conceived to be a 

firm, hard, metallic globe which could hold water (the second creation) within it, over which came up 

the earth (the third creation) over which came the subsequent creations.  

 

Shahrevar Ameshaspand’s opponent is the demon Bushasp, who is described as having long hands. 

He is the demon of sloth and laziness and hence is against hard work and industry over which 

Shahrevar Ameshaspand presides.   

 

The word khshathra “strength, power” in the name of this Ameshaspand indicates authority, not only 

over others but also over one’s own self. When a person has inner strength and power he is neither 

swayed by outside conditions, nor does he depend on outside conditions alone for his happiness. Such 

persons generally do not hurt others, nor let others hurt them, and if people hurt others, as a leader he 

has the courage and power to help and protect those who are hurt. 

 

Thus Shahrevar Ameshaspand also looks after people who wield power and authority, that is, leaders. 

A leader needs to use benign authority, sometimes stern and sometimes loving. A person could be a 

leader anywhere - in the houseas a parent, in the school as a teacher or in the temple as a priest. The 

creation of Shahrevar Ameshaspand – metals - reflect this quality, as it could be firm and hard when 

cold or soft and adjustable when hot, depending on the external conditions. A person in authority has 



to be stern and firm as well as mellow and soft as the occasion demands.  Moreover like metals, 

leaders need to be tenacious as well as malleable. 

 

Shahrevar Ameshaspand’s Ham-kars (co-worker Yazads) are Khorshed, Meher, Asman and Aneran, 

who are all associated with the sky / space. Since there is no existing Yasht dedicated to Shahrevar 

Ameshaspand, one can recite the Khorshed Yasht or Meher Yasht as an Avestan prayer for Shahrevar 

Ameshaspand on Shahrevar roj or in Shahrevar mah and on the other days connected to it in the 

calendar. 

 

In our community, a small booklet with a prayer for Shahrevar Ameshaspand is very popular. This 

short prayer was said to be specially selected and given by Dasturji Jamshed Sohrab Kukadaru to 

people in times of need and trouble. This prayer has the Avestan invocations to Shahrevar 

Ameshaspand followed by his Pazand Setayash. 

 


